SOLUTION BRIEF

APPLICATION DELIVERY
PARTITIONS (ADPs)
MULTI-TENANT APPLICATION DELIVERY
CONTROLLER VIRTUALIZATION

MULTI-TENANCY FOR EFFICIENT DATA
CENTER GROWTH
Ever increasing traffic demands have resulted in the proliferation of Application
Delivery Controllers (ADCs) and advanced server load balancers; this highlights
the need for more efficient deployment options. A10 Networks® Application
Delivery Partitions (ADPs) are a proven virtualization solution within its
A10™ Thunder ADCs, fulfilling the key requirements of high density and high
performance. The ADP virtualization technology provides separation and
partitioning of multiple ADCs on a single Thunder ADC platform, helping
organizations to dramatically reduce total cost of ownership (TCO) without
sacrificing performance or ease of use.

DATA CENTER CONSOLIDATION,
SCALABILITY AND EFFICIENCY

BENEFITS OF A10’S
APPLICATION
DELIVERY PARTITIONS:
• Highest rack density of any
multi-tenant ADC
• Lowest cost per ADC instance
• Reduced CAPEX for new ADCs
• Consolidation of legacy ADCs
• Simplified management for
lower OPEX
• Highest performance multitenancy

Rack density, performance (no hypervisor layer) and the lowest cost per
ADC instance are the strongest differentiating factors for A10’s ADPs versus
other multi-tenant architectures. Rack density is essential to virtualization
return on investment; however, this can only be effective if the newly deployed
ADC system can deliver the same performance as the system it is targeted
to replace. A single Thunder ADC appliance can deliver over 1000 partitions,
expanding to over 8000 in a Virtual Chassis System (VCS) cluster.
As A10’s ADPs do not use a hypervisor, native Thunder ADC performance is
divided according to the required number of partitions, without third-party
software impact.
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WHAT MAKES UP AN ADP?
ADPs are made up of discrete computing elements designed to efﬁciently segment each
ADC partition, isolated in secure partitions. Built upon A10s’ scalable Advanced Core
Operating System (ACOS ®), each ADP has:
• Administrative Resources
- Granular access with role-based access control
- Includes users, privileges, and so on
• System Resources

ADP

ADP

ADP

connections per second (CPS) per partition

ADP

- Includes number of concurrent sessions for each partition, and Layer 4

ADP

- Consumable resources allocated per partition

• Network Resources
- Network interfaces, VLANs, IP addresses, dynamic routing,
and so on

ACOS

- Includes separate Layer 3 networking resources defined per partition
• Application Resources
- Real servers, virtual servers, templates, and so on
- Includes separate application Virtual IP addresses (VIPs) and Layer 7 aFleX
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ADP PARTITIONS AND LAYER 3
VIRTUALIZATION
Of particular interest in ADPs is Layer 3 Virtualization (L3V). L3V allows organizations
to use the same IP address ranges (for example, overlapping RFC 1918 ranges) to
ensure the multi-tenant data center architecture has the same flexibility as a separately
deployed device.
In simple terms, this allows each ADP to have the same IP addresses defined, if the
administrator so chooses.
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CUSTOMER SUCCESS STORIES:
REDUCING TCO AND IMPROVING INTERNAL EFFICIENCY WITH ADPS
ADPs are applicable for any type of organization to drive operational efficiency, and
potentially a lot more. Two customer use cases include:
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Figure 1: Example of a multi-application enterprise deployment; consolidation of multiple pairs to one
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SUMMARY

ADPs can be used by any size organization for public or

A10’s ADPs within the Thunder ADC platforms deliver a

additional flexible ADC virtualization choices, including aVCS®

straightforward, clear solution for higher density and higher

for scalability, vThunder for flexibility, aCloud™ Services

performance multi-tenant ADCs:

Architecture for Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) solutions and

private cloud enablement. In addition to ADPs, A10 offers

• High performance multi-tenancy for applications and
organizations
• No virtualization (hypervisor) performance penalty
• Reduces the number of ADC units required
• Cost-effective production quality multi-tenancy

Thunder Hybrid Virtual Appliances (HVA) for strong isolation.

ABOUT A10 NETWORKS
A10 Networks (NYSE: ATEN) is a Secure Application Services™
company, providing a range of high-performance application
networking solutions that help organizations ensure that their

• L3V eases transition to multi-tenant configurations

data center applications and networks remain highly available,

• Reduced management complexity

accelerated and secure. Founded in 2004, A10 Networks

• Integrated natively into ACOS; no third-party software or

is based in San Jose, Calif., and serves customers globally
with offices worldwide.
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